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DISCLAIMER 
 
Any articles, templates, or information provided by Smartsheet on the website are for reference 
only. While we strive to keep the information up to date and correct, we make no 
representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, 
reliability, suitability, or availability with respect to the website or the information, articles, 
templates, or related graphics contained on the website. Any reliance you place on such 
information is therefore strictly at your own risk. 

 


	PROJECT NAME: Project Alpha
	PROJECT LOCATION: 123 Main Street, City, State ZIP
	COMPANY: Valley View Inc.
	CONTACT NAME: Lori Garcia
	MAILING ADDRESS: 456 Second Street, City State ZIP
	EMAIL: Smart-sheet @ email .com
	PHONE: (123) 567-8901
	PROJECT SCOPE: Our recent research into brand awareness and perception showed areas of weakness in brand messaging. This marketing campaign is focused on increasing brand recognition through updated communications, especially across social media channels.
	PROJECT GOALS: •Improve consistency across branding communications.•Grow website traffic.•Increase social media engagement.•Improve brand awareness via digital, email, and social media marketing campaigns.
	QUALITY SPECIFICATIONS: •Updated positioning statement•Updated messaging framework•Updated brand strategy guidelines
	TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: •Website content•Ad design•Email templates•Social media content
	RESOURCE ALLOCATION: •Initiate Project Management meeting•Develop time line and scheduling for overlapping departments
	EVENTRow1: Phase 1:  Planning and strategy
	PROJECTED STARTRow1: MM/DD/YY
	PROJECTED ENDRow1: MM/DD/YY
	EVENTRow2: Phase 2:  Develop action plans
	PROJECTED STARTRow2: MM/DD/YY
	PROJECTED ENDRow2: MM/DD/YY
	EVENTRow3: Phase 3:  Create marketing assets
	PROJECTED STARTRow3: MM/DD/YY
	PROJECTED ENDRow3: MM/DD/YY
	EVENTRow4: Phase 4:  Implementation
	PROJECTED STARTRow4: MM/DD/YY
	PROJECTED ENDRow4: MM/DD/YY
	EVENTRow5: 
	PROJECTED STARTRow5: 
	PROJECTED ENDRow5: 
	EVENTRow6: 
	PROJECTED STARTRow6: 
	PROJECTED ENDRow6: 
	EVENTRow7: 
	PROJECTED STARTRow7: 
	PROJECTED ENDRow7: 
	EVENTRow8: 
	PROJECTED STARTRow8: 
	PROJECTED ENDRow8: 
	EVENTRow9: 
	PROJECTED STARTRow9: 
	PROJECTED ENDRow9: 
	EVENTRow10: 
	PROJECTED STARTRow10: 
	PROJECTED ENDRow10: 
	EVENTRow11: 
	PROJECTED STARTRow11: 
	PROJECTED ENDRow11: 
	COMMUNICATION PLAN: •Implement updated messaging across content and campaigns.•Create new digital marketing and advertising campaigns.•Develop new email marketing and nurture campaigns.•Create new social media campaigns.


